2018 YEAR IN REVIEW

One of the most remarkable things about Globus Relief’s mission and structure is its reach. Because of its network of charity partners working around the globe and around the clock, Globus can touch literally thousands of lives a day and millions of lives a year, from a small girl needing orthopedic surgery in St. Vincent and the Grenadines (pictured above) to outfitting a neurological rehabilitation center in Morocco, to hundreds of other locations and projects.

The past year demonstrated the power and reach of Globus Relief’s network yet again. Supported by generous donors, Globus placed $49.5 million in aid through 143 charity partners in 38 countries worldwide. Combined, these 38 countries represent approximately 1.2 billion people. We sent medical resources to refugees in Turkey, pharmaceuticals to hospitals and clinics in Chad, and surgical instruments and supplies in the hands of dozens of medical mission teams to Central and South America, Africa, Asia and beyond.

And the progress continues. In the first quarter of 2019, Globus Relief already has more orders slated than in any previous quarter in its history. We look to our donors to help us supply the increased demand. We likewise seek to continually improve our processes and infrastructure to perform our mission efficiently and effectively. We are excited by the opportunity occasioned by this growth and these changes - the challenge to accomplish things previously just beyond our reach.

The poet Robert Browning wrote, “Ah, but a man’s reach should exceed his grasp, or what’s a heaven for?” Browning suggests that heaven consists in man reaching beyond his natural bounds, beyond that which he could do by his own merit and efforts. Looking back at 2018 and forward to 2019, we are grateful for the generous donors of product, money and time that continue to support and enable Globus Relief’s mission. Likewise, we are humbled to work with our amazing charity partners whose individual reach has made a reach beyond our own natural abilities possible. Here’s to a 2019 that exceeds our reach - the substance, perhaps, of heaven.
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2018 HIGHLIGHTS
$49.5 MILLION IN AID
$1.2 million domestic
$48.3 million international

38 COUNTRIES SERVED
37 developing countries
Representing 1.2 billion people

794 HUMANITARIAN ORDERS
586 domestic ($1.2 million)
208 international ($48.3 million)

143 CHARITY PARTNERS
85 local & community
45 medical mission
13 large international

MAJOR PROJECT TYPES
Refugee care, medical missions, hospitals and clinics, medical education, pharmaceuticals, services for individuals with disabilities, animal welfare, dental care, community health centers, pediatric care

CONTACT US
Globus Relief is your humanitarian non-profit inventory solution. Please contact us if you have medical or dental equipment, instruments, supplies or other resources to donate.
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